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“Pain sucks.”
― Unk
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The Chief’s Desk
Good morning from summer Fire School in Mesa. I'm down this week
helping to facilitate the New Fire Chief Seminar, something I've done
the last several years. It's a great opportunity to network and help
provide information to some of the newest fire chiefs and chief
officers in the state.
I'd like to take a moment to recognize the monumental effort that
Jonah and his team undertook to move us to Microsoft Office 365
and migrate our domain and emails. As someone who’s not wellversed in the magic of the IT world, I don’t have a true understanding
of what it takes to migrate an entire agency IT system. However, I can
tell you that there’s a tremendous amount of work that happens
behind what we see on our computer screens.

Upcoming Events:
Sept 6-11: Chief attending Fire
Summer Fire School in Mesa
Sept 11: MC Healing Field
Ceremony

Board Meeting:
Sept 26: Administration
CAFMA – 1700-1830

Jonah and Titus spent the entirety of their Labor Day weekend
working to ensure as smooth a transition as possible for those on duty, and for everyone back in the
office on Tuesday. There have been some hiccups on our side of things, but I can assure you the
challenges that those two worked through behind the scenes were much larger. I, for one, greatly
appreciate the consistent, clear communication Jonah sent out to keep us all in the loop as the
migration progressed.
Because there was still a lot of migration work to be completed this week, we opted not to record a
podcast. As Jonah is currently our producer, I couldn’t see putting more work on his plate just to get the
podcast out.
If all goes well, we’ll have another podcast episode up next week; however, because I have back surgery
scheduled on Tuesday, John, Cody, or Dave will be handling the podcast and The Review. I’ll talk with
Jonah and see if we can do a tutorial podcast for working with Microsoft 365 and some of its new
features in the coming weeks.
I wasn’t going to mention this until I could get into a specialist for more information, as well as a plan for
treatment, but it seems that may take awhile. As a result of an increased level of pain in seemingly every
joint in my body, one of my doctors had some blood tests done. Based on those results, the cause of the
pain and swelling is Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA). Why do I feel the need to tell you? Because I look more
terrible than normal, and am having trouble getting around. Yes, some of that is back pain, but moving
my head, knees, feet, shoulders, elbows, etc. has become quite a challenge. Both of my hands are
swollen, and somedays my right hand is a bit less than useless. Just typing this is a significant challenge
that requires frequent breaks.
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’I

am a firefighter, now retired’: Defining yourself postretirement
By: Larry Baker
Retirement is close! You’ve waited at least 25 years for this moment, and the day is fast approaching.
You’ve been to the pension board – all looks good financially.
You and the spouse have talked about a trip and a new boat. Great! You even have decided to get a
part-time job. Also great.
The excitement has reached peak levels. Then the big day comes and suddenly you don’t feel quite so
elated. It dawns on you that your whole world has changed. After more than two or three decades of
dedication to the fire service, it’s gone.
“What is going on with me?” you might ask.
WHO ARE YOU NOW?
There is this useful tool called the Holmes and Rahe Stress Inventory, essentially an assessment of the
stress in your life. The inventory looks at 43 life stressors, each with a stress score. Retirement is the top
10 life stressors. (Note: Number 1 is death of a spouse, and you are finding that retirement feels like the
death of a career.)
Are you surprised? Sure you are; no one prepared you for this aspect of retirement. Lots of people said
to make sure you have enough money and square away your pension. A few even reminded you to have
your will and insurance in place. But not a single person mentioned the emotional impact that such a
life-altering event might cause. Think about it for minute – your whole life, daily activities and way of
functioning has suddenly changed.
In fact, this realization often does not settle on us right away; it is a gradual creep into our lives. The first
weeks are filled with activities, parties, catching up on chores at the home, and maybe a quick fishing
trip. But then one day you are introduced to a stranger who asks, “What do you do?” It is then you have
to decide how to respond:
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Chief’s Desk Continued
Those that follow me on social media know that I have not helped my condition by pushing to get my
Jeep project done. In my defense, I need it for my son Andrew’s wedding the end of October, so I had to
get it to a certain point before my back surgery. The remaining items will be completed by friends while I
am convalescing from surgery and trying to get the RA under control.

The bad thing about RA is that it’s not curable; however, I feel very fortunate knowing that it’s treatable
once I can get into an RA doctor and start a treatment regimen. Until then, things may be a bit of a
struggle.
Due to the flare up I’m experiencing, I now have no choice but to take Prednisone, something that I
don’t want to take because of past bad experiences with that medication. So far, I’ve been resistant, but
I’m at a point where I have to break down and accept the inevitable. To that end, if I suddenly start to
look like a chipmunk, it’s not fried foods, candy, and beer… it’s the steroids. I’m not sure what I can or
cannot take with surgery next Tuesday, so for now I’m living on Ibuprofen trying to at least take the
edge off.
While I have not been able to get into an RA specialist yet, I did drive up from Mesa on Thursday to see
Dr. Williams, my ortho doctor, to see if he could do something to control the hip pain. After evaluating
my symptoms and looking at my hands and hips, he prescribed two medications. One is a Medrol Pack,
and the other is something called Lyrica. The goal is to get this flare up under control and get me into a
specialist before the end of this month. I have to call my neurosurgeon this morning to see if he is still
comfortable with doing back surgery Tuesday. Personally, I am ready to go, but I am not the surgeon,
and I am a horrible patient.
I have to say, despite my current level of discomfort, I’m thankful. I’m thankful that I have something
that is treatable and not deadly. I’ll admit, this pain absolutely sucks, but I know it can be managed once
I start treatment. Long term, I won’t be golfing, but as much as I enjoyed the sport, I was horrible at it
anyway
I’ll be able to hike, Jeep, hit the gym, etc. so that’s fantastic. And I’m pretty sure there will
be some nutritional things that change as we move forward. Apparently, Rockstar, protein bars, and
pretzels are not considered healthy eating– who knew?!
I did see a commercial for an RA med in which after starting treatment the woman was able to play the
drums. I’ve dreamed of playing the drums since I was a little kid, so I’m pushing for that med
Ultimately, I felt you all needed to know what’s up because I’m a little out-of-sorts between pain and
fatigue. I don’t move very well, and I may be on a steroid that makes me look a little different in the
short-term. In my mind, it seems better to just let you know upfront rather than you having to ask
questions or make up your own stories around the Table of Treason.
In other news, more pertinent to CAFMA, we had another firefighter resign. For those not aware, Adrian
decided it was best for his family to go back to running his business full-time. The 24-hour schedule just
wasn’t conducive to his family’s needs. The minimum number of firefighters we need to hire is six, plus
one, just in case. The bottom line is that we need more personnel and to do that, we need to hire just
above the minimum to ensure we have a chance of maintaining minimum staffing.
We’re in a weird place in the Fire Service today where people are leaving to pursue other interests. And
yet, we continue to hire based on the models from the ‘80s or ‘90s. It’s time for us to shift, and really
focus on hiring above our current “minimum” standards – as much as the budget will allow.
If Prop 310 is successful, we’ll use some of those funds to bolster our numbers over the next few years.
We’ll see what the public thinks in November.

We held our joint quarterly Senior Staff meeting with Prescott recently. It’s good to get us all together to
ensure we’re working jointly for the betterment of our communities and organizations. Prescott has
moved BC Ralph Lucas into a temporary Operations Chief position in the hopes that it will become
permanent. This will allow Chief Knapp to focus more on community risk reduction, and allow Chief
Durre to focus on the big picture for Prescott FD.
Chief Feddema and Chief Lucas will be meeting regularly once Ralph takes his spot mid-month.
Additionally, we’re talking with Prescott about starting a regional Firefighter and 2 Academy in the next
year. They’re evaluating the idea of dropping their FF 1 and 2 requirement, which means they would
need to run the same academy that Chief Parra and Captain Merrill put together. It just makes sense to
work together creating more efficiency and cost savings. We’d still hire separately, but our new recruits
would go through the academy together. We’re also talking with agencies on the Verde side about
partnering as well. I’ll keep you posted, but I think things are looking good for our agencies moving
forward.

August Run Report
By: GIS/Statistician Michael Freeman
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